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“When one door closes, another door opens; 
but we often look so long and so regretfully 
upon the closed door that we do not see the 
ones which open for us.”

Alexander Graham Bell



up-and-coming Millennials. However, while the continued 
importance of traditional referrals is true, the remainder of 
our research reveals new data that draws a stark contrast 
between the future of REALTOR® referrals and historic 
practice.

In the future REALTORS® lacking sophistication in online 
search, marketing and analytics will be invisible to a signifi-
cant slice of the market. According to a ZipRealty survey of 
2,500 buyers, 71% of buyers would definitely or very likely 
do an Internet search on a referral before contacting a real 
estate agent. This demonstrates a kind of two-step  
verification process is changing even traditional referrals. 
Even more striking, our research revealed that 33% of 
Millennials would skip seeking a personal referral and go 
directly online to search for a REALTOR®. This new era of 
referrals puts pressure on REALTORS®’ online presence, 
which has direct implications for all REALTORS®, Brokers 
and organized real estate. 

This report highlights opportunities in the emerging future 
of the REALTOR® referral.

Remaining Visible

Word of mouth referrals remain the dominant source of 
lead generation for REALTORS®. Even a small percent-
age decline in referrals would be significant both in direct 
sales value, and in what most REALTORS® consider their 
greatest value–the power of the client relationship. Given 
the importance of referrals as well as previous research 
that revealed shifts in referral practices, this theme was el-
evated to one of five Journey of Discovery Forces of Indus-
try Change to build a greater understanding of the topic 
through new research. 

Based on sources reviewed for our Secondary Research 
Report, there were small indications of a shift towards the 
increased use of online resources for REALTOR®  
selection and decreased use of word-of-mouth referrals. 
However, we now have new data sources that shed more 
light on the issue. 

We conducted our own survey with BC Millennials (ages 
18-34) to understand their REALTOR® search process. 
When given only two options of a personal referral or on-
line search, twice as many people chose personal referrals. 
Those referrals with the highest credibility are from close 
friends, family members, and parents. This confirms that 
traditional word of mouth is alive and well, even with the 

http://www.ziprealty.com/blog/unfiltered-consumer-reviews-agents-now-ziprealtycom
http://cdn2.bcrea.bc.ca/BCREAJODSecondaryResearchReport.pdf
http://cdn2.bcrea.bc.ca/BCREAJODSecondaryResearchReport.pdf
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Now that we’ve clearly established the importance of 
REALTORS®’ online visibility for both traditional word of 
mouth referrals, as well as those who forgo word of mouth, 
we can shed light on how consumers behave when  
searching for REALTORS® online. Since this data could 
not be found from other sources, this new, quantitative 
research provides unique value to REALTORS®, Brokers 
and organized real estate.

First off, it is clear from our research that consumers are 
searching for REALTORS® who are both in the top 20% 
and who are aligned with their needs. Because of the  
widespread ability to evaluate service providers across 
virtually every profession through online tools, consumers 
expect to be able to identify the right REALTOR® for them 
in the same way. However, in many cases, consumers are 
having a difficult time identifying their personal REALTOR® 
match.

Real estate is no different than any other profession when 
it comes to online destinations. The starting point is the 
search engine. It is thus imperative to understand how real 
estate consumers typically search for a REALTOR®. Our 
research with Millennnials revealed that the typical search 
when looking openly for a REALTOR® is a combination of 
“real estate agent” + “location.” Geography can be filled in 
by province/region, the city, or even a specific neighbour-

Searching for Clarity

hood depending on the consumer. Less common search 
terms which supplement the search include performance 
attributes (reviews, rated, ratings top, best, experience), 
MLS/MLS.ca, and/or specific brokerages.

What is surprising from these findings, specifically for or-
ganized real estate, is that these search terms demonstrate 
inferior performance by REALTOR.ca relative to other  
websites for REALTOR® lead generation. “Agent” is used 
3X more than “REALTOR®,” or 55% versus 16% use by 
Millennials on first search. This is significant for the  
REALTOR® brand. It also results in REALTOR.ca not ap-
pearing in the top five search results for most Millennials. 
Instead, top search results are commonly Yelp, REW.ca, 
brokerage/franchise sites, and individual REALTOR® sites.  
REW.ca (Real Estate Weekly) is actually getting data from 
regional boards (fulfilling requests by brokers) that seems 
to be trumping the SEO of our own REALTOR.ca. And a 
stronger effort by real estate agents on Yelp will make the 
site even more dominant in REALTOR® lead generation, as 
only 24 of the 116 profiles in our “real estate agent  
Burnaby” test case had a review. 

While REALTOR.ca was never created to be an agent 
profile site, there are clear opportunities to improve search 
engine optimization (SEO) for REALTORS®, and to  
enhance the profiles featured on the site.
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Online search is already influential, and we expect that it 
will become increasingly influential on REALTOR® lead 
generation over the next five years. In order to capitalize 
on the power of online search for future lead generation, 
REALTORS®, Brokers and organized real estate need to 
not only understand the anatomy of search, but how their 
own lead generation practices need to adapt to maximize 
the opportunity.

The nature of search is radically being changed by the few 
companies who control the very nature of what consumers 
see–Google, Microsoft (Bing), and Facebook. Author Eli 
Parisner describes this phenomenon as “The Filter  
Bubble,” wherein a kind of invisible editing of the web is 
taking places by search companies based on variables 
such as social networks, historic searches, past clicks, etc. 
Parisner’s TED talk is worth a watch to understand the 
fundamental shift currently happening in search. The search 
engine, DuckDuckGo, also created a helpful illustration 
demonstrating the effects of social search on results.

Most people probably have no idea Google has a toggle 
between personal and general search results. Most people 
perhaps believe others get the same search results that 
they see. As it turns out, no two people have the same per-
sonal Google search results. Under the umbrella of Search 
plus Your World, Google radically augmented the search 
results users see.
“Google Search has always been about finding the best 

Search from Within

results for you. Sometimes that means results from the 
public web, but sometimes it means your personal content 
or things shared with you by people you care about. These 
wonderful people and this rich personal content is [sic] 
currently missing from your search experience. Search is 
still limited to a universe of webpages created publicly, 
mostly by people you’ve never met.”
For more on the nuances behind Search plus Your World 
click here or watch the video here.

And, of course, it is not only Google leveraging these per-
sonalized possibilities. Last year Facebook unveiled Graph 
Search wherein users can enter search queries in the 
form of questions and receive results based on their own 
social network. As Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg 
announced, “Graph search is not web search. It’s about 
graphing our part of the web.” Everyone now has a  
personal corner of the web based on her/his social  
network, search history, etc.

Taken at face value, our research reveals Millennials place 
low value on REALTORS®’ social media accounts.  
However, what is not apparent to Millennials is that  
REALTORS®’ social media accounts are at work behind 
the scenes to influence displayed search results. The value 
of REALTORS®’ actual social media posts and connec-
tions for lead generation may be dwarfed by the connect-
edness these accounts bring REALTORS® in generating 
leads through search.

http://techcrunch.com/2013/01/17/bing-revamps-its-social-search-with-5x-more-content-from-your-facebook-friends/
http://www.thefilterbubble.com/
http://www.thefilterbubble.com/
http://youtu.be/B8ofWFx525s
http://dontbubble.us/
http://googleblog.blogspot.ca/2012/01/search-plus-your-world.html
http://youtu.be/8Z9TTBxarbs
https://www.facebook.com/about/graphsearch
https://www.facebook.com/about/graphsearch
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While our research revealed that organized real estate sites 
are not appearing at the top of search results, Millennials 
clearly believe organized real estate sites (list provided 
to respondents) provide the most valuable information in 
selecting a real estate agent. The irony is that, with the 
possible exception of REALTOR.ca, organized real estate 
has low awareness to being virtually unknown to the major-
ity of Millennials. This represents a considerable opportu-
nity for BC organized real estate to provide direct value to 
consumers who are searching for and trying to learn about 
REALTORS®, as well as to work directly with CREA.

The next layer of value is the type of information consumers 
are looking for when searching for REALTORS® online. By 
far the most valuable information for consumers centres on 
REALTOR® performance: first is ratings, reviews, and/or 
testimonials in addition to years of experience. The next cat-
egory is sales transaction data points. The ZipRealty survey 
confirms our findings with 62% of consumers saying the 
most likely factor for contacting an agent found online was 
excellent reviews posted by real customers. Nielsen shows 
a 15% increase in consumer trust of online review over the 
past four years. Both ZipRealty and Nielsen surveys span 
age groups versus our research which focused on  
Millennials.

Millennials are savvy enough to recognize that consumer 
ratings require context to make them credible. When 
ZipRealty surveyed whether consumers would contact an 
agent that had many five star ratings, but a few two star  
ratings, the data demonstrates that the number of customer 
reviews ranks as extremely valuable as it ensures there are 
a sufficient number of reviews on which to base a rating. 
Furthermore, the customer quotes/testimonials provide the 
story behind the rating whether positive or negative. The 
ability to talk to clients proves the ratings are based on real 
people. When showing Millennials a profile image that  
contained many of these data points taken from Redfin, 
76% said the information was very to somewhat valuable. 
And when looking at our own REALTOR.ca REALTOR® 
profile page, Millennials showed the most interest in  
Specialties and Designations despite the likelihood that 
they do not understand the terms nor the value that could 
be delivered from these credentials.

Searching for Value

http://www.ziprealty.com/blog/unfiltered-consumer-reviews-agents-now-ziprealtycom
http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/newswire/2012/consumer-trust-in-online-social-and-mobile-advertising-grows.html
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“...it is the people who figure out how to work 
simply in the present, rather than the people 
who mastered the complexities of  the past, who 
get to say what happens in the future.”

Clay Shirky
The Collapse of  Complex Business Models

http://www.shirky.com/weblog/2010/04/the-collapse-of-complex-business-models/


•  NAR has also funded a pilot called the “REALTOR® 
Excellence Program” wherein a customer survey is 
sent out after every transaction to gain feedback on the 
REALTOR®’s service. Agents can choose whether to 
make all customer feedback public online at Ratedagent.
com or keep the information private.

•  The Houston Association of REALTORS® has been 
experimenting with ratings systems since 2009, including 
most recently REALTOR® Match, in which performance 
metrics let consumers search for agents based on the 
number of transactions and listings in a designated ZIP 
code or neighborhood. While only 20% of HAR’s  
members participate in the customer feedback program, 
CEO Bob Hale was quick to point out that the majority of 
those taking part are the most active REALTORS®. 

Technology companies are assisting REALTORS® and 
Brokers in building data outside the existing capacities of 
organized real estate:
•  RealSatisfied offers monthly plans for managing client 

surveys
• HomeLight offers matching between buyers and agents
• Sunday Bell facilitates agent auditioning
•  CurbCall connect buyers with agents in real time based 

on geography

Rate Our Response

REALTOR.ca, Broker and REALTOR® sites have signifi-
cant opportunities to provide the kinds of data consumers 
most desire in evaluating REALTORS®. This slide is dedi-
cated to ways other organizations are helping  
REALTORS® build and display that data building off the 
suspended initiative by CREA, Rate Your REALTOR®.

This demand for REALTOR® data will not disappear. There 
are examples of both organized real estate and others at-
tempting to meet this demand. To provide a sense of scale 
on one data point, Zillow.com now has over 675,000 cus-
tomer reviews on their site and the number grows by about 
8,000 to 10,000 per week according to the WAV Group.

In terms of a response from organized real estate, all of 
which have been met with degrees of controversy:
•  The Association of Saskatchewan Realtors (ASR) an-

nounced in April they are moving forward with a  
Rate-Your-REALTOR® system. 

•  REALTOR.com has been experimenting over the past year 
on an agent-ranking tool called AgentMatch. Due  
to a controversial start, they are now in the process of  
redesigning AgentMatch along the five pillars of  
experience, expertise, personal connections, brand and 
responsiveness. 

http://ratedagent.com/
http://ratedagent.com/
http://www.slideshare.net/acvillalon/c-graphicspptrealtor-match
http://www.realsatisfied.ca/agents.php
http://www.homelight.com/
http://www.sundaybell.com/
http://curbcallapp.com/
http://www.torontorealtyblog.com/archives/thumbs-down-for-rate-your-realtor/8776
http://waves.wavgroup.com/2014/05/07/professional-standards-are-we-kidding-ourselves/?utm_source=May+Newsletter+2014&utm_campaign=WAV+Report+-May&utm_medium=email#sthash.6dyflPoB.dpuf
http://www.inman.com/2013/11/11/errol-samuelson-realtor-com-experimenting-with-agent-matching-tool-powered-by-mls-data/
http://www.remonline.com/saskatchewan-try-rate-realtor-system/
http://www.inman.com/2013/12/12/realtor-com-concludes-agentmatch-testing-says-larger-project-remains/
http://www.inman.com/2014/04/16/realtor-com-developing-successor-to-agentmatch-search-tool/
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For those readers who are sci-fi geeks, the book and later 
movie, Minority Report, was based on the premise of a Pre-
Crime unit who could use a visual dashboard to witness a 
crime just before it was about to occur. While there are real 
companies and defense organizations actually implement-
ing Pre-Crime units, our focus is on how this same idea  
applies to REALTOR® lead generation. Algorithms (formu-
las) using data inputs from a wide variety of demographic 
and psychographic factors are now able to predict when a 
lead might be almost ready to buy or sell a home.

This video by SmartZip Analytics, the company demon-
strates how SmartZip can give REALTORS® the ability to 
focus their efforts on homeowners who are most likely to 
sell. Taking a cue from how Zillow began lead generation, 
the company promises exclusive rights to a territory, even 
down to the street level.

The big data powerhouse, IBM recently unveiled its social 
analytics tool that sifts through terabytes of public social 
media data to identify high quality leads, and then craft 
personalized marketing messages to those leads based on 
gleamed profile characteristics. It likely needs to be seen to 
be believed. And yes, this gentleman is for real.

We See It First

In the same way that consumers are being increasingly 
being provided with tools to discover and identify the ideal 
REALTORS® for them, companies are filling the other side 
of the equation by providing REALTORS® and Brokers sci-
entific ways to manage referral networks. The next sections 
cover the layers of data and tools that shepherd in a new 
future of REALTOR® lead generation. We first focus on a 
new generation of companies focused on identifying buy-
ers and sellers just before they formally enter the market:

“The technology for managing customer relationships has 
gotten fairly sophisticated. Companies can draw on  
databases that tell them how much each customer has 
purchased and how often, which they may supplement 
with detailed demographic profiles. By applying statistical 
models, they can predict not only when each customer is 
likely to make a future purchase but also what he or she 
will buy and through which channel. Managers can use 
these data to estimate a potential lifetime value for every 
customer and to determine whether, when, and how to 
contact each one to maximize the chances of realizing 
(and even increasing) his or her value.” 
- V. Kumar, J. Andrew Petersen, and Robert P. Leone, “How 
Valuable is Word of Mouth”, Harvard Business Review

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minority_Report_%28film%29
http://techcrunch.com/2014/06/17/precog/
http://techcrunch.com/2014/06/17/precog/
http://blogs.computerworld.com/19644/welcome_to_minority_report_irl_police_armed_with_pre_crime_detection_tools
http://youtu.be/D7t_ZSb11VU
http://youtu.be/3Qe_Med9Jyw
http://youtu.be/3Qe_Med9Jyw
http://weigend.com/files/teaching/haas/2008/readings/KumarWordOfMouthHBR2007.pdf
http://weigend.com/files/teaching/haas/2008/readings/KumarWordOfMouthHBR2007.pdf
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One of the value propositions of the Journey of Discovery 
research is to unveil data by understanding the science 
behind it, so we can dispel some of the myths driving  
certain decisions. There are two reasons why we think 
referral science is an important conversation:
1.  It demonstrates that the most loyal or highest transaction 

value customers are not always the most profitable when 
also considering referral value, and

2.  It shows that clients who come through referrals are  
significantly more profitable (up to 35%) the younger 
they are, demonstrating the greatest referral value for 
those 26-35 years old.

We recognize that many REALTORS® have referral  
programs where they provide cash rewards, holidays or 
other incentives to current clients who provide a referral 
that leads to an actual transaction. However, it is important 
for a referral program not just to reward those referrals 
that result in transactions, but also those that expand the 
REALTOR®’s network. 

We can define a client as having two types of value for a 
REALTOR®: 
1.  Customer Lifetime Value (CLV): how much the client 

purchases minus the costs of marketing to him/her
2.  Customer Referral Value (CRV): how much referrals 

yielded in client purchases minus the cost of the referral 
incentive

Consumers commonly perceive that REALTORS® choose 
whether to take them as clients based on the potential 
commission value. What the researchers demonstrated 
in the Harvard Business Review article, How Valuable is 
Word of Mouth?, is that a client with high transaction value 
(CLV) is not necessarily the same person as someone who 
has high referral value (CRV). Low-CLV customers are 
almost as valuable as those with the highest CLVs because 
they provide additional financial value through referrals. It is 
important for REALTORS® to calculate both the transac-
tion AND potential referral value when considering the total 
value of a new client. 

A different study found the average value of a referred  
customer is at least 16% higher, and
•  have a higher contribution margin, though this difference 

erodes over time,
• have a higher retention rate, and
• are more valuable both in the short and long run.

Linking back to the conversation we started in the  
REALTOR® Professionalism report around compensation 
methods, this demonstrates that a scientifically-managed 
referral program could actually yield increasing profits even 
if commissions per transaction were to fall. In other words, 
the commission fee earned on a transaction is only one 
aspect of total compensation, and, in some cases, could 
be superseded by a client’s lifetime referral value.

A Dollop of  Referral Science

http://weigend.com/files/teaching/haas/2008/readings/KumarWordOfMouthHBR2007.pdf
http://weigend.com/files/teaching/haas/2008/readings/KumarWordOfMouthHBR2007.pdf
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.170.5396&rep=rep1&type=pdf
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Customer 
Lifetime 
Value*

1 $1,933 $40 $1,973

2 $1,067 $52 $1,119

3 $633 $90 $723

4 $360 $750 $1,110

5 $313 $930 $1,243

6 $230 $1,020 $1,250

7 $190 $870 $1,060

8 $160 $96 $256

9 $137 $65 $202

10 $120 $46 $166

*  Average for each decile after  
one year

Customer 
Referral
Value*

Combined:
CLV + CRV

http://weigend.com/files/teaching/haas/2008/readings/KumarWordOfMouthHBR2007.pdf



